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PART II: LETTER POSITION AND ORTHOGRAPHIC NEIGHBORS

• Tasks probing lexical access mostly use single-point measures (take
one sample per trial once item is accessed)
• This provides a coarse measure of activation dynamics
• Eye tracking / computational models offer finer resolution
• Reaction time distributions can be used to characterize lexical access3
• Is a cumulative response probability (CRP) function (integral of RT
probability density) isomorphic to lexical activation? Does it provide
additional insight (e.g., more direct comparison to visual world5 eye
tracking data)?
• To assess the utility of CRPs, we examine whether they
(a) validate known effects of various lexical metrics on word recognition
(b) offer new insight into how word recognition unfolds

• Part I indicated that VWR is facilitated if other words overlap in early
positions;; supports claim that VWR entails serial, left-to-right decoding
• Do orthographic neighbors2 differentially affect word recognition
depending on where they mismatch with the target?

Methods
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• Trial-by-trial visual word recognition (VWR) data from English Lexicon
Project (ELP)1
• 472 participants completed a speeded naming task, with 40,480 words
sampled across participants
• We create CRP plots by plotting the number of items named by each time
point relative to the total number of items named

• Use CRPs to compare VWR of words with many vs few substitution
neighbors (upper vs lower quintiles) at each letter position. For these
plots, neighbor counts are weighted by log frequency.

3-letter words

PA R T I : C U M U L AT I V E R E S P O N S E P R O B A B I L I T I E S

• Participants are slow to name to name relatively frontloaded (bottom
quintile in backloading score) items, especially 4- and 5-letter words
• We observed the same pattern of results with an analogous neighborhood
backload metric weighting neighbors by their log frequency
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5-letter words

Results
• Probability
density
functions
and
CRPs
are
related
by
integration/differentiation, are governed by the same parameters
• Still, CRPs provide an intuitive graphical form, more easily relatable to
eye  tracking  data  or  
model  activations  but  
notably  different  in  
that  they
• monotonically  
increase,  whereas  
eye  tracking  data  
may  not
• may  lack  sensitivity  
for  effects  at  early  
points,  at  which  
point  relatively  few  
items  have  been  
named  (thus  
CRP  plot  of  1-syllable  items  from  large  cohorts  
possibly  obscuring  
(e.g.,  beer)  and  small  cohorts  (e.g.,  good);;  
effects  of  condition)
cohort  and  target  overlap  through  first  vowel

Results  are  
virtually  
indistinguishable  
from  results  using  
raw  counts  (no  
frequency  
weighting)
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VWR  is  faster  if  
there  are  many  
neighbors  that  
mismatch  in  
initial  position  
(i.e.  share  rime)  
This  position  
effect  should  not  
emerge  if  letters  
are  processed  in  
parallel  but  
could  if  they  are  
processed  
serially

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• CRP plots are useful visualizations but not isomorphic to lexical activation
• VWR is facilitated if other lexical items share rime (early mismatches)
• May reflect serial phoneme-to-grapheme decoding process, as in dual
route accounts of word recognition2 but not in strictly parallel accounts4
• Might these patterns emerge in lexical decision data as well?

